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INTRODUCTION

Visually Representing the
®
Valmont Brand
Valmont Industries, Inc., is a world-class brand dedicated to fostering economic growth
with infrastructure and advancing agricultural productivity through water management.
All photography should reflect the stature of the Valmont brand.
These guidelines are put together to inspire visual creators in building a truly
unique visual language for the brand.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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THE BRAND IN PHOTOGRAPHY
Visual Language: Photography
Photography is a widely used and influential Valmont ® brand asset. Whether pulling from the
photo library, commissioning a photo shoot, or finding stock imagery, high-quality images are
critical to building a strong global Valmont brand. All photography should reflect the stature of
our brand, therefore, it is important to only use professional quality photography.
CORRECT:

Look for unexpected angles
and interesting composition.

Make sure people appear
confident and professional,
and are in realistic situations.

Feature products using
heroic angles and simple
backgrounds.

Make sure there is enough
light so the photo is not dark
and flat.

Avoid distracting elements
in backgrounds and
foregrounds.

INCORRECT:

Do not let backgrounds
overpower products.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Shooting on Location
When shooting on location, it is important to look for ways to represent Valmont® as an
industry leader, pushing forward elements of innovation through technology to build a
better world.
•

Find clean, uncluttered locations to shoot, but make sure they’re not sterile and cold.

•

When shooting people on location; employees may be used as models if they are
not recognizable. If the subject of the shot can be recognizable, you must hire
a talent for the shoot. Please work with the Valmont Global Marketing Team for
guidance on hiring models. People representing employees should be wearing
Valmont logo apparel whenever possible. Attire must be Valmont branded for those
working in a production facility.

•

When shooting people on location make sure they are wearing proper clothing and
safety gear for the job they are doing. Make sure wardrobe is appropriate and looks
natural to the situation. Administrative jobs should reflect the office clothing policy
and be simple and not distracting.

•

Featured products should be shot at a heroic angle, clear of background
distractions and clutter. Use dynamic perspectives and angles to show scale and
granduer.

•

When shooting in a facility, all employees featured need to be shown following all
safety guidelines set forth by the Valmont Safety Team. Hard hats, welding helmets,
ear plugs, gloves, face shields, steel-toed boots and all other required safety
equipment must be visible on an employee when represented in photography. The
Valmont Safety Team must be consulted and will advise all photography shoots on
what safety regulations are required before shooting.

•

Valmont is a world-class organization that manufactures highly innovative and
advanced technical products. The equipment we use to make those products
should look the same—modern, clean, and in an uncluttered environment.

•

Branded vehicles need to be clean and any visual branding needs to be the most
up-to-date version of the Valmont logo. Vehicles should be as clean as possible—
void of any dents or other damage.

•

We are a global company. It is important, when shooting to find elements in the
photography that communicates our global presence. Simple things like, signage
in native languages, cultural traditions or unique landmarks, help to subtly
communicate the location.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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THE BRAND IN PHOTOGRAPHY

Shooting in Studio
Product Photography: In most cases, Valmont ® products are too large to shoot in a
studio, but there are cases where we do use studio photography to showcase technology
and highlight features. It is important that we are consistent in how we shoot products in
studio.
•

Usually, product is shot to be outlined or on a simple white background, with a subtle
drop shadow. It is important that the product looks heroic and sophisticated.

•

When shooting product to be outlined, make sure edges are defined and the product is
well lit.

Portrait Photography: Studio photography is often used for employee portraits. It is
important that we create consistency for how we shoot portraits, since they will often
appear together.
•

If shooting people on a backdrop, make sure the backdrop is simple and clean—
preferably white or light grey. Do not use dark or busy textures that distract from
subject.

•

When shooting people in studio, make sure they appear professional and confident.
Below is a simple dress code to help guide wardrobe choices.
- Clothing
Women-Avoid bright colors or patterns in jackets, blouses and scarves.
Wear jewelry that is simple and tasteful.
Men-Collared shirts are a must. If wearing a tie, avoid bright colors and 		
patterns. Suits or sports coats should not have patterns like pinstripes or 		
herringbone. Please avoid tie-tacks and lapel pins.
- Logoed Attire
If appropriate, branded apparel is acceptable, as long as it is a current
Valmont logo or branded partner.
However, attire with any other logos (Nike, Under Armour, sports
teams, etc.) is not appropriate and should not be worn.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Release Forms
Getting a signed release form from any person used in photography and/or video is of the
utmost importance. These forms help protect Valmont ® Industries, Inc., from litigation and
unnecessary legal action.
If you are going to take photos of people make sure to print out the standard photo
release form available on valmont.com/brand. Please send any documentation of photo
shoots to brand@valmont.com.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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THE BRAND IN ILLUSTRATION

Valmont ® represents a distinct and industry-leading brand, so it is critical that we do not
use clip art, cartoons, emojis or other common illustrations.

Technical Drawings
Professionally drawn, technical product illustrations can be used when showcasing our
engineering and manufacturing processes.
Illustrations using software have the ability to use 3D renderings from CAD or other
technical programs and converted into photorealistic illustrations. If you have a need for
professionally drawn, technical product illustrations, please contact the Valmont Global
Marketing Team for assistance at brand@valmont.com.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Iconography
The use of icons can help distinguish the Valmont® brand while also increasing the ease
and clarity of communications to customers, suppliers, and others around the globe.
Valmont has its own library of icons designed specifically to illustrate the uniqueness of
the brand. They are created to represent the unique products and services we offer.
Please make sure to use only Valmont icons. DO NOT USE icons from the Internet or
other sources. They are not part of our brand, and you may be violating copyright laws.
Visit valmont.com/brand to see the large variety of icons available. If you have
questions about icon usage or have a request for developing new icons, please contact
the Valmont Global Marketing Team at brand@valmont.com.
The following guidelines will help designers understand the vision and technical aspects
of creating iconography for the Valmont brand.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Creating Brand Icons for Valmont ®
The icons that represent Valmont should be clear, concise and easy to understand.
Overall, icons should be created with minimalism in mind—simple, clean shapes drawn
in a way that allows for clarity of the idea, continuity and flexibility for reproduction. Some
unique qualities of our icons include: an abstract approach to how the people are drawn,
as well as keeping the angles in the icons consistent in degree of measurement to that of
the “V” in the Valmont logo.
Key characteristics include:
•

Professional

•

Modern

•

Unique

•

Simple

•

Symmetrical

•

Geometric

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Grid System
Valmont® icons are designed on a pixel-based grid of 64 x 64 pixels (px) and can be
scaled to different sizes. The icon grid is available to download on valmont.com/brand.
All icons should be created on the following grid:

Square

Circle

Landscape rectangle

Portrait rectangle

Grid specifications:
•

The total canvas space should be 64 x 64 px.

•

The trim area needs to be 2 px.

•

The actual icon within the grid should be 60 x 60 px.

•

The icon should never exceed the trim area.

•

The size of the key shape within the grid will vary based on the kind of shape to
maintain balance:
Square keyshape: 52 x 52 px
Circle keyshape: 60 x 60 px
Rectangle keyshape: landscape: 60 x 44 px, portrait: 44 x 60 px

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Technical Rules
In order for all of the icons to maintain a sense of uniformity, specific rules have been set
in place for certain aspects that will occur during icon design. The main goal of crafting
icons for Valmont® is to keep the icons simple, by focusing on symmetry and making it
approachable, by using rounded corners and end-caps.
64 px
60 px

(B) 2 px

(E) 45° angle

(C) round
end-cap

(A) 2 px
trim area

(D) 4 px radius
corner

•

Icons are line drawings only, not filled-in shapes

•

Start with basic shapes to create icons: rectangles, squares and circles

•

Icons should be drawn profile when ever possible avoiding complicated three
dimensional perspectives

•

Use a centered stroke weight of 2 px (A)

•

Keep a minimum 2 px gap between lines (B)

•

Use rounded end caps (C)

•

Represent a corner radius of even number increments as they increase based on
size (For example: 2,4,6,8) (D)

•

Align elements optically

•

Maintain straight lines, use right angles with curved outer corners

•

When using diagonal lines make sure they fall in 15° increments (E)

•

Maintain continuous strokes as much as possible keeping icons simple. Where
breaks are needed, maintain the 2 px break between lines

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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To maintain our unique brand look, icons like human figures and vehicles are created in a
abstract manner.
•

When creating an icon of a human figure follow directions below:

22 px

32 px

16 px
14 px
diameter
10 px
diameter
2 px
radius

2 px

2 px

4 px
radius

6 px
radius

10° angle

10° angle

•

2 px

10° angle

When creating vehicles use a circle with a 14 px or 20 px diameter for the wheels

14 px
diameter

•

20 px
diameter

20 px
diameter

14 px
diameter

Represent a corner radius of even number increments as they increase based on
size (For example: 2,4,6,8). As an exception, when using full circle in your icons, the
radius does not have to be an even number.

2 px radius

4 px radius

6 px radius

full circle

Helpful Tip: Use the grids as a guideline and not as a set structure. The most important
component to keep in mind is optical balance. Follow what looks optically right versus
strict metric values.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Dos & Don’ts of Brand Iconography

CORRECT:
Aligning design elements
to the pixel grid.

INCORRECT:
Placing the icon on a
coordinate that is not
“on pixel”.

CORRECT:
Using increments of 15°
increments whenever possible.

INCORRECT:
Using random angles when
creating diagonal lines.

CORRECT:
Using the same weight of stroke.

INCORRECT:
Using strokes of different weights.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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THE BRAND IN ILLUSTRATION

CORRECT:
Using a 1.5 px stroke where
complex details are unavoidable.

INCORRECT:
Unnecessarily using 2 px
stroke on complex icons
that make them feel visually
heavier than the rest of the set.

CORRECT:
Keeping a minimum 2 px gap.

INCORRECT:
Having gaps between lines
are less than 2 px.

CORRECT:
Avoiding over-crowding
design elements.

INCORRECT:
Placing elements close to
one another.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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CORRECT:
Creating icon with a
minimalistic approach.

INCORRECT:
Creating icon with a lot of details.

CORRECT:
Creating straight-on icons.

INCORRECT:
Creating dimensional icons.

y

x

CORRECT:
Aligning elements so they
make sense optically.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.

x

x

INCORRECT:
Do not arrange elements so
they appear imbalanced.
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Using the Icons
After the icons have been tailored to these specifications, it is important to know how the
designs should be used. The existing icons should not be redrawn, stretched or modified
in any way, under any circumstances.
Sizing
•

The icons have been designed at 64 x 64 px.

•

However, icons can be scaled to different sizes: 16 px, 24 px, 48 px and 64 px.

Alignment
•

When icon appears next to text, make sure to center-align instead of baseline-align.

CORRECT:
Center-aligning icons when
they appear next to text.

INCORRECT:
Baseline-aligning icons next
the text.

Clearance
When icon appears next to other icons make sure to center-align instead of baseline-align.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Make sure to use clearance space around each icon.
x = 1/4 the size of the icon (including trim area)
x

x x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

CORRECT:
Following the clearance rule.

INCORRECT:
Collapping the icon clearance area.

Color
Icons can only be reproduced in black or white or Valmont Blue (PMS 634)

Black

CMYK 0/0/0/100
RGB 0/0/0
WEB #000000

White

CORRECT:
Black or Valmont Blue (PMS
634) icons can be placed on a
white background. White icons
can be placed on contrasting
colored backgrounds. Color for the
backgrounds should come from the
Valmont color palette. See brand
guidelines for colors.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.

CMYK 0/0/0/0
RGB 255/255/255
WEB #FFFFFF

PMS 634

CMYK 100/6/1/48
RGB 0/95/131
WEB #005F83

INCORRECT:
Using other colors for icons or placing
icon on non-contrasting background.
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CORRECT:
Making the icon color match
with the paired text color.

INCORRECT:
Using different colors for
text and icons.

CORRECT:
Making icons monochromatic.

INCORRECT:
Using multiple colors within
the icons.

INCORRECT:

Do not add pattern
onto the icons.

Do not add shading
onto the icons.

Do not place icons on top of
complicated background.

Do not rotate the icons.

Do not stretch the icons.

Do not flip the icons.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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Examples of Approved Brand Icons

If you are designing icons for the Valmont® brand, please submit finished .EPS files to the
Valmont Global Marketing Team at brand@valmont.com for approval followed by adding
into the existing brand icon library.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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CREATING IMAGES FOR THE WEB

Photography for the Web
Valmont.com is one of our key channels to communicate the Valmont ® brand. That being
said, the design of the site dictates specific formats when it comes to photography.
Extreme horizontal images are used for our web marquees. It is important to plan for
this when shooting photography for Valmont. Also, please remember to compose shots
with clear space for placing type and buttons. Make sure people appear professional and
confident while performing a realistic task.
People interacting with technology is important for the brand. When shooting people with
hand-held technology like an iPad or smart phone, remember the screen will be added
in post. It is important there is a clear indication of the screens edges in the photo. Also,
when replacing screens, make sure no private and confidential information is visible on
the screen.
When shooting for the web, it is important that the photography files are not retouched or
enhanced with filters. We prefer unretouched, original, high-resolution files. It’s also crucial
to remember to print out the photo release form available at valmont.com/brand.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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CONCLUSION

World-Class Photography
These Visual Guidelines have been created to both help and inspire you when
developing photography and illustrations in support of the Valmont ® brand. The purpose
of this document is to provide guidance on best practices to follow as you work towards
capturing visuals that reinforce our brand as a world-class, industry leader.
The Valmont Global Marketing Team manages several photoshoots and illustration
requests throughout the year both in the U.S. and globally so we can be a resource
for you if needed. Also, if you know of projects or facilities that should be featured in a
photoshoot, please contact the Global Marketing Team at brand@valmont.com.

Questions? Please email brand@valmont.com.
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